
Perth’s newest comedy sensation EMO books his first solo tour, headlining a string of 
shows around Perth and Melbourne from the 30th of November 2018.

2018 has been a year of momentum for Perth comedian Emmanuel ‘Emo’ Majok. Bursting onto the stage as a 
finalist in the RAW National Comedy competition, part of the acclaimed Melbourne International Comedy Festival, 
Emo wowed the crowd with his unique blend of humour and social commentary. Since then, Emo has continued 
playing his regular gigs across the Perth metropolitan area and regional WA. Behind the scenes, it’s also been an 
epic year for Emo, celebrating his 30th birthday and welcoming a second child with his fiancé in May. Goodbye 
twenties, hello to the new normal as a father of two. 

This was the inspiration behind Emo’s newest project, a headlining tour exploring fatherhood, relationships and 
everything in between, titled ‘Not Quite Grown, Yet’. Emo addresses the middle ground that most of us know all 
too well, the late 20s to mid 30s. The grey area where you sometimes feel like a kid who happens to be raising kids. 
Where you question if having responsibilities is the same as being responsible. Where you might find yourself 
singing ‘I’m growing up but I’m not a grown up’ to the baby that won’t sleep in your arms. Emo blends these 
modern musings with his usual sharp wit and contagious smile, creating a show that will make you laugh and 
think at the same time.

The tour kicks off in Melbourne on the 30th of November, with special guests Gavin Sempel (Victorian RAW 
finalist 2018) and Jarryd Goundry (MICF 2018). Most importantly, Emo’s Melbourne dates will be supporting the 
Movember foundation, the annual national campaign supporting Men’s Health, in particular cancer prevention 
and mental health awareness. So, you can enjoy a laugh and make a difference. Summertime 2019 will see Emo 
bring his ‘Not Quite Grown, Yet’ tour to Perth’s popular Fringe Festival, with MC Jason Wood & supported by 
Leroy. Fringe shows are set to run on February 1st, 2nd, 8th, 9th, 15th and 16th 2019 at Mint Nightclub, tickets available 
soon through Fringe World.

If you, like Emo, find yourself scratching your head at the beauty and craziness of life, love and family, then this is a 
show you won’t want to miss. So book the babysitter, come and have a laugh and support a great cause. For tour 
details, and all things Emo, head to emothecomedian.com or his Facebook page Emo-tainment.
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